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Novel excerpt 
 The Cliff 

DARIN GIBSON 
  
 

When Yvende left the deli, he could hear the din of the protestors more clearly. Their numbers 

were still increasing, he was sure of it, and the number of police would increase also. A 

confrontation seemed more and more inevitable. That photograph could well be the tipping 

point. Yvende’s shoulders sagged as he turned in the opposite direction.  

 

The night before, he had just finished an article on the expected release of a playwright who had 

been charged with attempted treason over a month ago when Diega, The Beacon’s editor-in-chief, 

called him into his office and an excited Nasim pulled Yvende in front of the computer. At first, 

Yvende was surprised, then angry, then hopeful. An image like that could dissolve differences, all 

the party divisions, all the race divisions. The photograph was a revelation. Its power lay not just 

in the image but in the context of what happened before, what began with a report written by 

Neal Murray, a journalist for the daily Torch. He was investigating a new fund opened by the Prime 

Minister in conjunction with the Ministries of Education, and Community and Youth Affairs and 

came across evidence that monies were being diverted to other, more personal accounts. The 

fund had been set up and advertised as one that aided the building of three community centres, 

one sports centre and two primary schools in the poverty-stricken areas of Belle Montagne and 

La Ventre. Money was donated by private organizations and able citizens who wanted to see 

improvement and believed in the programme.  

 

PRIME MINISTER SUSPECTED IN FRAUD. The headline was large, bold and black. The article 

created an uproar from the entire government although just a few specific ministers were named. 

The Opposition made it a primary concern in parliament when the charge was revealed, speaking 

of corruption in the highest places. The Attorney General announced an immediate full-scale 

investigation into the matter. A special team was dispatched from Metropolio to spearhead the 

inquiry. After three months of investigation however, a press meeting was held to reveal that no 

conclusive evidence was found. The schools still weren’t built and the PM and his ministers were 

free to continue their term.  

 

The final report from that inquiry was eight days ago. Now Nasim, crawling through cracks, 

sneaked a shot of the Prime Minister, the Opposition leader, The Attorney General, the 
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Commissioner of Police and several prominent businessmen, each holding a champagne glass 

with its contents glistening in the dim light of a lounge room. The Commissioner and two of the 

businessmen, the Chairman of Independence Bank and the CEO of Exportable Imports also held 

thick, long cigars—the latter two in their hands, the former in his mouth. From the photo it 

seemed the Prime Minister had made a joke as the others were laughing heartily, it seemed 

almost uproariously. The Commissioner was clutching his goblet-shaped stomach with his head 

swung back, his cigar still teethed tightly from one corner of his mouth. The photograph was a 

clichéd image of power and corruption, something one would see in a second-rate Megalopolian 

movie, but it was here, in La Triné, and real. 

 

Yvende sat behind Diega’s desk looking at the picture for over half an hour, Diega and Nasim 

pacing and arguing, waiting. Richard had left for the night. Paulette was at an assignment. Yvende 

had not yet left the office and so was asked. The photograph needed a caption, some words to 

give it context. But time was short. All layouts were already late to be sent to the printers. 

Nasim: ‘You write anything yet?’  

 

No answer. 

 

He continued pacing and arguing with Diega. Diega, restraining himself from asking the same 

question, limited himself to glances over the computer screen. 

 

When Yvende began typing, they both stopped. Nasim ran behind Yvende to read each word as 

they appeared. 

 

Title: An Expensive Joke. ‘In the world of power in which a nation’s leaders dwell, anything of high 

quality is expensive. The food imported by the Government is expensive. The schools and 

community centres they promise to build, they all say, are expensive. In fact, according to the 

government, the higher the quality, the more expensive. And they want the very best for their 

country. This joke is obviously of a very high quality and so one must deduce that it was also very 

expensive. This is unfortunate,’ he concluded, ‘because only the wealthy can afford to laugh with 

them.’ 

 

Yvende left the office that night hopeful. He couldn’t foresee what would happen when the paper 

saw the light of the following day. But he knew things would change and, he hoped, for the better. 

But as Yvende walked to his taxi stand, he felt another emotion creeping into him. Threading his 

way between pedestrians that thronged both pavement and street, making their way downtown 

to the city’s main maxi taxi and bus terminal; between the overheating, honking vehicles heading 

to the highway or waiting for the first side street that could veer them out of the traffic; threading 

his way past the fruit and vegetable vendors that lined the length of lower Chagrin Street, sitting 

with their produce behind wooden tables or on the back trays of vans; past the younger hagglers 

flanked by their wares, children’s clothing, t-shirts, caps, slippers; past the Chinese groceries with 
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the short lines of customers buying bread and small packets of sugar or rice or small blocks of 

cheese; past the mounds of refuse piled high for the garbage trucks that were yet to pass; with 

no one odour distinct apart from an all-consuming acridity, no one sound distinct apart from an 

almost inaudible drone; with every visible object in perpetual movement, where even the street 

sign marked No Parking appeared active, Yvende could not help but feel an overwhelming 

frustration and weariness. And then he heard laughter, high-pitched and vibrant. It pierced 

through the drone like a ringing bell. It was coming from a vendor, her face round and glistening 

in the evening heat. It was only then that Yvende noticed other bursts of laughter, smaller, 

quieter. He had missed them before. They had all joined into the one sound of noise. Recognising 

the laughter did not gladden or enliven him however; it only increased what he already felt there 

on the street. Laughter mingled with frustration and both commingled with exhaustion. It was a 

confusing mixture. And it was the confusion that brought the anxiety. Nothing was clear. One 

thing melded so easily with another. No one could determine how the public would react to the 

news. One emotion could meld so easily into another and, in the end, all there would be is 

confusion, a muddied mixture of emotions and actions with no clear direction. 

 

There was a time when a development like this would have only excited him. He would have felt 

a new surge of energy, a re-invigorated sense of purpose. Whatever the reaction, peaceful or 

violent, he would have embraced it. But over the years, as divisions widened between races; 

politicians building walls between ethnicities, speech by speech, policy by policy, while 

proclaiming and celebrating their racially integrated parties; as gulfs widened between rich and 

poor as small business owners like Helen’s lost customers to Megalopolian franchises; as more 

and more properties were being sold to Metropolion investors who built more hotels and beach 

resorts or personal vacation residences; as La Trinéan culture was overwhelmed by the steady 

incursion of Megalopolian culture; as more monies and properties exchanged hands in less and 

less obscure ways, politicians and CEOs disguising their activities with fewer and fewer veils, 

feeling more and more confident in the unshakeability of their authority; and with a people that 

loved life and would celebrate both victory and defeat with drinks and fetes, inebriating sadness 

or frustration with laughter; over the years, Yvende had lost faith that any meaningful large-scale 

change could ever take place. The country seemed doomed to a steady disintegration, like the 

cliffs and shorelines of the island eroding year by year by rising waters, waters that rose with the 

growing industry of the larger nations and La Trinéans’ own indifference or divided focus. If an 

image like the one Nasim captured had been revealed even a year ago, Yvende would have felt 

that adrenalin rush of potential renascence. 

 

Even a year ago.  

 

Then Yvende, nearing his taxi stand, losing all his senses to one collective flush of experience, 

suddenly remembered one individual. The memory always returned, condemning him, whenever 

he thought in the broad terms of people and masses. He had been interviewing witnesses to a 

murder in La Ventre when he heard the coarse, guttural wails of a woman as she crouched over 
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the bullet-ridden body of a man, her son. The sound surged through the air with the force of a 

tide that rocked bystanders, smashed against the galvanised fences of the narrow road and then, 

with no other place to go, spilled into the night. Yvende found himself trembling and cold; his eyes 

warm and wet. The sound had entered him. He could feel it. Reverberating through his body. 

Pushing behind his eyes. He never forgot the sound.  

 

As he sat in the taxi, the driver having refused to go farther than Circular Road, Yvende tried to 

control the anxiety that was now pumping in his chest and squeezing his breath into shallower 

and shallower gasps. He thought of the woman and the dead man, and thought that if there was 

hope, it would lie with her. But then he stopped himself. He would not give himself the latitude 

of hope. Hope could be a cliff, Sumintra told him once. If you was standing, then all was good, you 

have a whole view in front of you; but if you fall, you don’t just fall to the ground, you fall much 

further. 

 

But if hoping was too great a risk, then what am I doing here? He banished all thought and closed 

his eyes. 

 

Now, in the glare of the midday sun, as Yvende walked toward the savannah, The Beacon’s weekly 

news published and distributed, the photograph like a curse on its front page, people provoked, 

police deployed, emotion and heat sweltering together, Yvende realised that he really didn’t think 

things through before writing that caption. People were angry, just as he was initially. But whereas 

the anger of politicians and businessmen would be restricted to words, the anger of everyone else 

was not limited. Their response could take any form. 

 

He could feel his body getting tense. And tired. He had no desire to work on any assignments 

already on hand. He wanted to call Diega to find out what was going on but he decided against it. 

Zahra. No. He didn’t want to talk to anyone. When he realised this he turned on to Pemberton 

Street and headed toward the highway. He needed some distance from the city. He would walk 

to Coubalan. It would take three hours at least. But by the time he reached to Adisa’s, he would 

have cleared his head and could be in another’s company again.  

 

I could have written it differently. Just stated the names. People would have thought whatever 

they wanted to think about it. I led them down a specific road by writing about the picture like 

that. What else did I expect to happen, in truth?  

 

‘What it is you was thinking, Yvende?’ he said to himself aloud.  

 

He pressed his lips together to ensure his thoughts didn’t slip out again. He didn’t want to hear 

his voice. I could’ve done it differently. I keep making mistake after mistake. Like I don’t think 

things through. 
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A sudden shift in the temperature dissipated these thoughts and Yvende realised that he had 

reached downtown on the western side of the city. The temperature here was always cooler. The 

buildings were so tall and the streets so narrow that very little direct light ever reached the street 

level unless the sun was directly overhead. However sunlight was constantly reflected by the 

large, tinted glass panes of the buildings. Since their construction three years before, the streets 

appeared darker though, as the panes were gradually layered with thin veils of dust, their metallic 

frames splotched with brown and green discolorations. Cracks now stretched along the concrete 

pillars like veins. Every building on this side of the city was vacant; all that stood here were shells, 

once shining, once an ambitious symbol of first-world sophistication. A single guard can be seen 

in the outer lobby of each, lounging on a chair, reading a newspaper or trailing every passerby 

with heavy eyes, less interested in security than in the passage of time. If it weren’t for the few 

pedestrians, the odd car, the guards, these streets would appear desolate, like a city in some 

dystopic future. But Yvende always found this side of the city peaceful. He walked slowly until he 

reached Independence Place where the heat greeted him again and he returned to his former 

pace with his former thoughts.  

 

‘Why you beating yourself up like that, Yvey?’ It was Sumintra’s voice. 

 

‘You don’t understand,’ Yvende would reply. 

 

‘I understand very well,’ his mother would return. ‘What I don’t understand is why you beating 

yourself up like that?’ 

 

Yvende shook his head and scraped his fingers through thick unkempt hair in an attempt to 

destabilise the voice in his mind. 

 

Anything can happen. Maybe nothing at all. Murray’s report was condemning but nothing came 

out of it. Nothing. The public was angry and resentful but after eight days, their anger had already 

simmered and was cooling. There was still a general feeling of bitterness but that was all. Nothing 

really had changed.  

 

What did you want to happen? I don’t know. Something. 

 

Attention shifted so quickly here. Months ago Murray’s report came out and there was anger. But 

anger wasn’t allowed to boil for long before another report diverted it: the arrest of a theatre 

director for attempted treason, an act for which the government sought to gain sympathy. Then, 

last week, was the robbery and rape of a mother and daughter by five men in Blue Moorings. Now 

there was this photograph. Attention and the emotion that it drew were always in constant flux. 

So little was ever seen or felt right to its resolution before something else took its place. 
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Yvende himself always tried to avoid too much information when it came to certain matters. The 

incident in Blue Moorings was one. He had overheard Richard talking to Zahra about it but as soon 

as he realised what the topic was, he didn’t stay to hear any more. With Yvende, images formed; 

emotions rose; and both lingered with him sometimes for weeks, sometimes months. And the 

fact remained: there was nothing he could do about it. He could not go back into the past. He 

could not save the woman and her child like some comic strip hero. What good was knowing if 

one could not do anything about it? The information would just be there. An enrager. A saddener. 

A torture. He preferred not to know. At least, not the details. ‘But what kind of reporter you is?’ 

Nasim asked him once, as usual speaking louder than he needed to. ‘This is what going on in the 

country. Diega eh paying you to write no storybook. How you could be a journalist and can’t 

stomach reality?’ 

 

Things don’t stay with you the way it does stay with me, Yvende thought. And it’s not my stomach 

I worried about.  

 

It was late evening when Yvende had turned off the highway in Coubalan and into the villages. 

Darkness was falling fast. His head was bowed, his vision reaching no farther than two paces 

ahead. There was a distinct acrid smell in the air. When Yvende lifted his head, he saw a small 

group of men sitting on chairs in front of an unfenced house, two bottles stood between them. 

One man held another, pouring the homemade brew into his cup. Various homemade spirits, all 

with the same sharp pungency had become popular over the past two years. The government had 

increased the prices of cigarettes and alcohol threefold so as to discourage smoking and drinking. 

‘Cigarettes are killing us,’ the Minister of Health said. ‘Alcoholism is destroying families. 

Drunkenness is endangering lives on our nation’s roads. We need to curb these dangerous habits.’ 

But substitutes were found or created, and the habits remained uncurbed. Happy with their 

alternatives but reminded of what they were unable to afford, the only real change was that the 

poor felt poorer, and angrier. 

 

But their conversation was animated and as Yvende passed them, he was able to hear. The man 

who had just poured a drink was talking about a time years before when the present Opposition 

party was the party in power. Another investigation into political corruption was underway when, 

suddenly, most of the leading members of the Board of the Integrity Commission resigned. The 

Opposition of the time asked suggestive questions about the sudden exodus en masse of the 

members and, in response, the Government decided to set up a new Integrity Board to investigate 

the matter of integrity of the first Integrity Board.  

 

They laughed. Even with such matters, even with everything going on, they were still able to laugh, 

Yvende thought. 

 

Although they were all laughing, although no one turned their heads, they all kept their eyes on 

Yvende as he passed. 
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At the end of a long, straight road there were no more houses, no more street lights, and what, 

during the day, were sprawling fields stretching into the distance with a small road continuing 

between them, was now a flat, vertical, two dimensional wall of black that appeared almost solid. 

Yvende stepped forward tentatively, for a slivered moment expecting to hit something. He 

stopped. He walked this way before many times at this same hour and each time the darkness 

played this trick on him. He laughed at himself again as he did every other night. A strange, angry 

laugh. He closed his eyes so as to accustom them to the darkness, hoping to at least discern where 

the side of the road ended and the ditch began. Yvende opened his eyes to a patch of deep grey 

that melted away with the blackness just a few feet in front of him. He continued forward. 

 

A narrow beaten track led off the road and into the fields where a long, wide house stood. To the 

front were numerous small potted plants positioned to form the shapes of overlapping circles. In 

one corner, encircled by more plants, was a small shrine, the Hindu symbol of the aum fashioned 

out of metal visible at the top. On one side of the house was a large greenhouse with a covering 

of saran netting. On the opposite side was a small annex and, beyond it, long tracks of mounded 

earth sprouting a variety of herbs. To the back, large fruit trees mushroomed in the faint night’s 

light. Coconut palms stretched beyond them like plumed arrows. There was a dim light in the 

house. Adisa’s doors were never locked so Yvende entered. 

 

‘Disa.’  

 

The living room was empty. A kerosene lamp burned low; next to it was a thin stick of cedarwood 

incense, its smoke rising in a single silver thread. 

 

‘Real still, eh.’ The voice came from behind him. Yvende turned to find his friend drying his hair 

with some cloth. ‘And it not even warm or nothing. Strange weather.’  

 

‘Yeah. I didn’t even realise it till jus now. How go?’ 

 

‘I good. Let we go in the garden, nah.’ As they walked to the back into the still night air, Adisa 

spoke. ‘Something eh too right, you know. I eh too sure what it is. All my mango tree bearing, all 

the fruit looking ripe, but when you bite into them, they acid. Some of them even giving you 

bitterness. The coconut them even larger this year but the husk and the shell gone and get harder 

too. No matter how I sharpen my blade, no matter what angle I chop it at, I could barely chip the 

nut; and all of them hard so. And I tell you the coconut get real big, eh. I end up getting a lil crack 

in some of them, just enough for the water to trickle out.’ 

 

‘Hm,’ was Yvende’s only response as they sat under the immortelle tree Adisa had planted years 

ago. It was his favourite spot. Yvende could see that it had lost much of its foliage since last he 

visited. Adisa rolled kaya in a bois canot leaf and lit it.  
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‘It having a dance down in the Valley tonight,’ Adisa said. ‘Was thinking of going. Might do you 

good. Take your mind off things for a while.’ When Yvende did not respond, he added, ‘So how 

you feel? You up for another dance tonight?’  

 

‘You remember when Azita Na hold that concert in La Ventre?’ Yvende asked. 

 

‘I did hear about it,’ Adisa replied. 

 

‘Nobody die that night. In fact, it take four days before you hear about the next murder there,’ he 

said. ‘Somehow they was able to bring peace but even that still coulda only last for so long. And I 

never see anybody do anything like that before. Not no politician, not no priest or pundit, not 

even a next entertainer. Nobody.’  

 

‘What on your mind, Yve?’ Adisa asked, passing the roll of kaya to him.  

 

‘You had hear about the results with the PM and the fraud, right?’ Yvende asked. 

 

‘Yeah. Rajeev tell me about it when he did come to buy provisions.’ 

 

‘You see Rajeev for the day yet?’ 

 

‘Nah. Something new happen?’ 

 

Yvende told him about the photograph and the protest. 

 

‘What you was hoping woulda happen?’ Adisa asked. 

 

‘I not sure anymore. I was excited about people seeing the truth for theyself. Everything happen 

within the hour. Nasim show the chief the picture, I write something one time, the chief say front 

page. I thought it was good that something was going and happen. I just didn’t know what was 

going to happen. It’s only today it occur to me that this thing getting a life of its own.’  

 

Yvende drew from the bois canot. The sound of crickets and frogs filled the silence between them. 

‘You wish you coulda just be a musician, then,’ Adisa said with a grin. ‘To do something like what 

Azita Na do?’ 

 

For some time, Yvende didn’t respond.  

 

‘Something,’ Yvende said. 
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They were quiet again. 

 

‘But the journalist does have to tell people the truth, ent?’ Adisa said, looking at Yvende directly 

now. ‘And in a case like this, how else you think the people woulda react? We need some people 

to bring we peace but we can’t keep talking peace when it have injustice blatant in your face. If 

all you didn’t do what all you do, all them government people woulda still be laughing because 

they woulda fool the whole country and get away with it. Millions of dollars while people 

suffering.’ He turned to Yvende. ‘We need peace, but we need war too. In this timing, we need 

both.’  

 

They remained silent and smoked. 


